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Border War for the Bronze Boot
The Border War is a long-standing competition between the football teams of
Colorado State University and the University of Wyoming. Each year, the teams
compete in alternating stadiums for bragging rights until the next match-up.
In 1968, the ROTC detachments of the respective schools initiated the Bronze Boot,
a traveling trophy awarded to the winner of the Border War each year. The boot
was worn in the Vietnam War by Cpt. Dan J. Romero, an Army ROTC instructor at
CSU between 1967 and 1969. Each year leading up to the game, the game ball is
carried in a running shuttle relay by the ROTC detachment of the visiting team to
the Colorado–Wyoming border, where the home team's ROTC detachment receives
it and runs the game ball to the stadium hosting the game. The trophy is guarded
by the ROTC unit of the past year's winning school during the game.
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Head-to-Head Fundraising
The Border War matchup presented the perfect oppurtunity to leverage the rivalry
as part of a fundraising initiatitive. Both schools created unique campaigns that
rallied students, alumni, and fans to support their respective athletics departments
and teams. The campaigns were launched on Monday, Oct 22 before the game that
Friday to allow each school to maximize their impact.
Each of the donor totals from the campaigns were then aggregated on a central
rivalry page with links to fund either side. Mirroring the Border War Rivalry, it
became a competition to see who could rally the most supporters! By competing
directly on donors rather than dollars, CSU and UW ensured that they were focused
on engagement and creating excitement for the game to come.
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“This was a great way to
capitalize on the existing
momentum of the rivalry
game. We were able to
provide a fun giving
platform for existing
donors while also
fostering an environment
for many new donors to
make their first ever gift!”
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Average Gift Size

376
$6,300

Katherine Burke
Annual Giving
Coordinator
University of Wyoming

375
$33

$18,725

Doug Patmore
Assistant Director of
Annual Giving,
Colorado State University
“This was a fantastic way
to engage alumni, fans,
and friends of the
University. The platform
made it easy for us to
compel people to give that
might not otherwise.”

